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Abstract 29 

The aim of this study was to compare internal and external load profiles of different game 30 

profile-based training (GPBT) formats among elite young football players. Twenty-one 31 

participants (age: 18.7 ± 0.6 years) performed three sessions of three GPBT formats, which 32 

were matched for training volume but structured with different high-speed running and sprint 33 

demands: i) performed along linear paths (GPBT-L); ii) performed as repetitive actions of short 34 

distance including many multi-directional changes of direction (GPBT-S) and, iii) a 35 

combination of the other two protocols, that is linear high-speed runs and sprint efforts with a 36 

single change of direction (GPBT-M). External load outputs were collected using GPS units, 37 

physiological and perceptual responses were monitored with heart rate (HR) monitors, and 38 

ratings of perceived exertion (RPE), respectively. While no differences were found between 39 

formats for HR and RPE, distinct external load profiles were observed for high-speed running 40 

(HSD) and sprint distances (SD), (GPBT-L > GPBT-M > GBPT-S, all p < 0.05), and high-41 

intensity acceleration and deceleration efforts (HIE), (GPBT-S > GPBT-M > GPBT-L, all p < 42 

0.05). Moreover, the GPBT-S format was characterized by greater intra-session variability for 43 

HSD, SD, and HIE (CV% = 24.2%, 16.5% and 20.4%, respectively) and inter-session 44 

variability for HSD and SD (CV% = 10% and 15.7%, respectively) compared to the other 45 

two formats. Considering their load profiles and the associated reliability scores, football 46 

practitioners can implement GPBT formats interchangeably to elicit necessary internal load 47 

responses and selectively to prioritize specific external load outputs. 48 

 49 

Key Words: athletic development; global positioning system; high-intensity running; training 50 

load; tracking technology  51 
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 53 

Introduction 54 

Football is a physically demanding team sport with an intermittent locomotive profile 55 

characterized by high-intensity activities such as accelerations, decelerations, changes of 56 

direction and sprints, which are repeatedly performed throughout a match and interspersed with 57 

passive (i.e., standing) or active (e.g., walking, jogging) low-intensity recovery periods [1-3]. 58 

Besides the physical and underpinning physiological capabilities required to cope with such 59 

locomotive demands [1], football performance also relates to technical skills such as dribbling, 60 

passing, and shooting [4], as well as effective tactic strategies in attacking, defending, and 61 

transitioning match play situations [2]. Considering the multifaceted nature and contextual 62 

interplay between the football performance determinants, coaches and practitioners seek 63 

appropriate training drills that integrate physical stimuli and technical-tactical tasks for 64 

optimizing players' development [3].  65 

 66 

A valid conditioning method has been recently proposed by Dello Iacono et al. [5] to address 67 

some of these multidimensional needs – Game-profile based training (GPBT) – that combines 68 

technical and physical football-related activities performed at target intensities along fixed 69 

paths, accurately marked on-field, intending to induce specific training loads and physiological 70 

responses [6] that mimic locomotor match-play demands. The use of GPBT as an integrative 71 

conditioning method in football has many benefits. First, similarly to other game-based training 72 

methodologies (e.g., small-sided games) [7, 8], GPBT may be advantageous to simultaneously 73 

practice technical skills under given physical constraints [6, 8, 9]. Second, GPBT can induce 74 

comparable internal load responses and greater external load outputs than official matches [5]. 75 

Third, implementing GPBT during the last months of a competitive football season contributes 76 

to improving physical capabilities associated with football performance such as jumping, linear 77 

sprinting, repeated sprint ability, change of direction, and intermittent running in young 78 
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football player [6, 10]. Finally, it helps to mitigate the intra- and inter-session variability of 79 

internal and external load responses commonly observed during game-based methodologies 80 

[10], thus allowing higher consistency of the expected conditioning stimuli and a likely more 81 

individualized strategy to optimize training adaptations. However, while GPBT has been 82 

endorsed as an effective integrative conditioning method, it is not free of disadvantages. 83 

In particular, it cannot replicate team and individual players decision-making and 84 

behavioral elements, which characterize the tactical dimension of football match-play. As 85 

such, its suitability as a single training tool able to fully address the multidimensional 86 

nature of football should be considered with caution. 87 

 88 

The high intra- and inter-session reliability in training responses associated with GPBT 89 

suggests that by manipulating the locomotor demands of GPBT and designing alternative 90 

formats, it would be possible to induce selective external load outputs and associated internal 91 

load responses [11]. In particular, a GPBT format including longer high-intensity running and 92 

sprinting bouts compared to the original GPBT format may ensure exposure to greater high-93 

speed running and sprint distances and associated cardiovascular responses [12]. Conversely, 94 

a format including shorter and repeated acceleration and deceleration bouts with multiple 95 

changes of direction would be preferable for peripheral adaptations due to likely greater 96 

neuromuscular stimuli and mechanical loads [13]. These assumptions are demonstrated in the 97 

literature regarding game-based training methodologies, whereby a task-constraint approach 98 

manipulating game formats and pitch dimensions can impact on the players’ internal and 99 

external loads [8]. However, evidence confirming similar effects resulting from GPBT formats 100 

manipulation needs to be provided yet. Moreover, it would be worth examining the stability of 101 

the internal and external loads associated with different GPBT formats to inform a similar 102 

bespoke GPBT training approach for football practitioners. This may be particularly pertinent 103 

when working with young football populations, as exposing players to appropriate external 104 
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loads and target training intensities consistently over time is imperative to fulfil long-term 105 

physical development and mitigate injury occurrence [14].  106 

 107 

Therefore, the aims of the present study were twofold. First, to compare the internal load 108 

responses and external load outputs to three GPBT formats structured with different high-speed 109 

running and sprint demands among elite young football players. Second, assuming specific and 110 

distinct training load profiles resulting from the three GPBT formats, we aimed to examine the 111 

intra- and inter-session reliability of the training load responses.  112 

 113 

Materials and Methods 114 

Study design 115 

A randomized crossover design was used to compare the training load responses to three GPBT 116 

protocols, matched for training volume (i.e., total distance × duration), but structured with 117 

different formats of high-speed running and sprint demands. The study was conducted during 118 

the first part of the regular season (October to December), and commenced ten weeks after 119 

the beginning of the pre-season period. Data were collected over 10 weeks with participants 120 

completing nine experimental sessions, three for each GPBT format in a randomized order. To 121 

control for the effects of residual fatigue induced by previous official matches and interaction 122 

with complementary training sessions, and the order of experimental trials, data collection was 123 

conducted on the same days of the weekly schedule (i.e., M+2 and M+4), and only during 124 

weeks in which a single official match was played over the weekend. All sessions were 125 

completed on the same natural grass field, at the same time (i.e., 3:00 pm-5:00 pm) of the day, 126 

and were supervised by two coaches and two researchers. Participants and coaches were 127 

instructed to avoid intense training on the day (i.e., M+3) between two consecutive 128 

experimental sessions, and to refrain from caffeine and alcohol ingestion for 24 hours before 129 

each session.  130 
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 131 

Participants 132 

The sample size was estimated using a priori power analysis in the G∗Power software 133 

(Heinrich-Heine-Universitat Dusseldorf, Germany). A repeated-measures analysis of variance 134 

(ANOVA) design with an α = 0.05, β = 0.8 and large effect sizes (all ES ≥ 0.8) observed in 135 

previous studies comparing the external load outputs between GPBT and either game-based 136 

methods or official matches [5, 10], required sample size of twenty-one participants. Twenty-137 

one male outfield football players took part in the study (age: 18.7 ± 0.6 years, stature: 178.4 138 

± 1.3 cm, body mass: 74.2 ± 2.8 kg, maximal heart rate [HRmax]: 202 ± 1.7 beats∙min-1 and of 139 

body fat [%]: 9.3±1%, maximal aerobic velocity [MAV]: 16.5 ± 1.5 km∙h-1). Players were 140 

members of a U-19 football team participating in the national youth league and the UEFA 141 

Youth League group stage. They had at least six years (range: 6-8) of experience in systematic 142 

training within a professional youth academy framework. They trained once a day for about 90 143 

min, five days per week, and underwent technical, tactical, strength, and speed training. 144 

Inclusion criteria for participating to this study were: 1) Participation in ≥ 90% of the 145 

training sessions completed during the pre-season and the first part of the regular season; 146 

2) Any musculoskeletal injury resulting in the loss of one or more football matches in the 147 

preceding 2 weeks before study initiation; 3) Any longstanding injury (≥ 6 weeks) in the 148 

lower extremities in the preceding 6 months before study initiation. Players gave written 149 

informed consent after receiving a detailed explanation about the potential risks of the training. 150 

The study was conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki, and the design was fully 151 

approved by a University Ethics Committee. 152 

 153 

Yo-Yo Intermittent Running Test Level 1 (YYIRTL1) 154 

One week before the study commencement, participants performed the YYIRTL1 [15] on the 155 

same football pitch where all GPBT training sessions took place. Pacing for the YYIRTL1 156 
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test was broadcast using speakers placed on the sides of the field. The end of the test was 157 

determined when the player failed to arrive within 2 m of the end line on 2 consecutive 158 

tones. The final speed corresponding to the last shuttle of the YYIRTL 1, namely maximal 159 

aerobic velocity (MAV), was used to calculate the individual intermittent running distances in 160 

the GPBT protocols. Finally, HRmax values measured throughout the YYIRTL1 were used to 161 

calculate the individual internal load responses.    162 

 163 

GPBT protocols 164 

The GPBT protocols consisted of 2 sets by 8 min of intermittent bouts combining physical and 165 

technical activities [5]. The three formats used in this study were designed with different high-166 

speed running and sprint demands: i) GPBT-L, in which high-speed runs and sprints were 167 

performed along linear paths (Figure 1), ii) GPBT-S, in which high-speed runs and sprints were 168 

performed as repetitive actions of shorter distances including many multi-directional changes 169 

of direction (Figure 2) and, iii) GPBT-M, in which high-speed runs and sprints were designed 170 

as a combination of the other two protocols, that is linear high-speed runs and sprint efforts 171 

with a single change of direction (Figure 3). Participants moved alternately from the left to 172 

right side of the protocols’ setup or vice versa after each bout lasting 1 min. Exercise intensity 173 

was set at 50-75-105% (for low-, moderate-, and high-speed running, respectively) of the MAV 174 

reached during the YYIRTL1. However, in both GPBT-M and GPBT-S protocols, adjustments 175 

of high-speed running and sprint distances were made to account for the number of changes of 176 

direction. In particular:  177 

- A distance reduction of about 3% was applied to moderate- and high-speed runs 178 

including a change of direction (GPBT-S) [11]. 179 

- A distance reduction of about 5% was applied to sprints for every change of direction 180 

greater than 45° (both GPBT-M and GPBT-S) [16, 17].  181 
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Linear (GPBT-L) and equivalent (GPBT-M and GPBT-S) intensity intermittent running 182 

distances were marked on the field using colored cones and adjusted for each player 183 

individually. Participants ran through these distances while listening to an acoustic signal 184 

broadcasted using speakers placed on the sides of the field to ensure that they could work out 185 

at the prescribed pace. Each GPBT protocol was performed at the beginning of a training 186 

session after a 20-min standardized warm-up (10 min of jogging, 5 min of dynamic stretching 187 

exercises, and 5 min including short accelerations and change of direction drills). 188 

 189 

***Figures 1-3 about here*** 190 

 191 

Load monitoring 192 

External Load  193 

External load metrics were collected with 21 GPS units working at a sampling frequency of 15 194 

Hz (SPI-Pro X II, GPSports, Canberra, Australia). All devices were always activated 20-min 195 

before the data collection to allow for the acquisition of satellite signals [18]. The minimum 196 

acceptable number of available satellite signals was 8 (range 8-11), while the horizontal 197 

dilution of precision during the trials was 0.7 ± 0.1 [19]. To avoid inter-unit error, each player 198 

wore the same GPS device for all training sessions. Good to moderate ranges of validity 199 

(Measurement bias from criterion method = -1.92% to -3.16%) and reliability (CV% = 200 

6.2-12.4) have been reported for measures of distances and speeds collected with 15 Hz GPS 201 

devices during common football-based movements [20, 21]. Following each session, GPS data 202 

were downloaded and extrapolated using the manufacturer’s software package (GPSports 203 

Team AMS software v 2011.16). The external load variables recorded in our study were:  204 

- Relative distance covered per minute (RD; m∙min-1); 205 

- Relative distance covered per minute (HSD; m∙min-1) in a high-speed zone (≥ 15 and < 206 

21 km∙h-1) [20, 22]; 207 
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- Sprint efforts, defined as any locomotive activity reaching a threshold speed ≥ 21 km∙h-208 

1 and lasting at least 0.5 s. Relative sprint distance (SD; m∙min-1) was calculated 209 

accordingly as the distance covered above the sprint threshold speed [22]; 210 

- High-intensity efforts per minute (HIE; n∙min-1), calculated as the sum of sprints and 211 

high-intensity deceleration (≤ -2 m∙s2) and high acceleration (≥ 2 m∙s2) per minute [22]. 212 

 213 

Internal Load  214 

Heart rate responses 215 

HR responses were monitored to provide individual mean heart rate percentage (%HRmean) 216 

expressed relative to the HRmax. HR responses were recorded using the POLAR Team2 Pro 217 

system (Polar Electro Oy, Kempele, Finland) sampling at 5 s intervals, then filtered using a 218 

software-embedded proprietary algorithm. The HRmax values used as a reference for the HR 219 

responses during GPBT were those measured during the YYIRTL1 test.  220 

 221 

Rating of perceived exertion (RPE) 222 

Perceived effort was measured via the 11-point rating of RPE scale [23]. Subjective ratings 223 

were given within 15 min after completing each session. Players were presented with a 224 

printed and laminate version of the RPE scale, and then asked to report their individual 225 

perceived effort separately from their teammates as to avoid any potential bias.  The 226 

question "How much effort did you exert?" was presented at the top of the scale which ranged 227 

from zero ('no effort') to 10 ('maximal effort'). Players were familiarized with this method as it 228 

had been commonly used by the coaching staff as a load monitoring tool for the last two 229 

season after training sessions and matches.  230 

 231 

Statistical Analysis 232 
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Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD) and confidence interval (95% CI). The 233 

intra- and inter-session reliability of the training load responses were expressed as Coefficient 234 

of Variation (CV%: SD/mean*100) [24]. Intra-session reliability was calculated to examine 235 

the group variability in each of the three sessions completed for each GPBT format. Inter-236 

session reliability was calculated to examine the individual variability across the three sessions 237 

for each GPBT format. Based on previous recommendations, CV% values were rated as 238 

good, moderate or poor when lower than 5%, between 5% and 10%, or greater than 239 

10%, respectively [21]. The normality of the absolute data was investigated using the Shapiro-240 

Wilk test, and skewness and kurtosis values smaller than 2 served as an indication of normality. 241 

The normality of the residuals for each combination of the independent variables was tested 242 

using the Shapiro-Wilk test and visually inspecting normal Q-Q plots. The homogeneity of 243 

variance of the outputs between the three protocols was examined with Levene’s test. We 244 

compared the effects between the three protocols on external and internal load responses using 245 

a 3 (protocol: GPBT-L, GPBT-M, GPBT-S) × 3 (session: session 1, session 2, session 3) 246 

repeated-measures Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA). For this purpose, the different high 247 

intensity running and sprint distances across protocols due to the adjustment made to account 248 

for the number of changes of direction were used as covariates. Significance was at p < 0.05. 249 

If significant main effects were identified, then post hoc analyses were conducted using the 250 

Holm-Bonferroni correction. Finally, Cohen’s d (Mean difference/SD average) effect sizes 251 

(ES) were determined to provide qualitative descriptors of standardized effects and interpreted 252 

using the following criteria: trivial <0.2, small 0.2–0.5, moderate 0.5–0.8 [25].  All statistical 253 

analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, version 25 (IBM Corp., 254 

Armonk, N.Y., USA) 255 

 256 

Results  257 
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The intra- and inter-session CVs of all dependent variables are reported in Table I. Good to 258 

moderate reliability scores were observed for the majority of the internal load responses and 259 

external load outputs across all protocols (all CVs < 10%), except for intra-session HSD, SD 260 

and HIE (24.2%, 16.5% and 20.4%, respectively), and inter-session HSD and SD (10% and 261 

15.7%, respectively) measured during the GPBT-S format.  262 

Descriptive and inferential statistics of the absolute data and comparisons between protocols 263 

are reported in Table II and Figures 4 and 5. A main effect for protocol was observed on HSD 264 

(F2, 40 = 179.1, p < 0.001), SD (F2, 40 = 387.1, p < 0.001) and HIE (F2, 40 = 704, p < 0.001). Post 265 

hoc analyses revealed two consistent patterns: GPBT-L > GPBT-M > GPBT-S for HSD and 266 

SD and, GPBT-S > GPBT-M > GPBT-L for HIE. A main effect for session was observed on 267 

HSD (F2, 40 = 30.13, p < 0.001), SD (F2, 40 = 15.18, p < 0.001), HRmean (F2, 40 = 3.37, p = 0.04) 268 

and RPE (F2, 40 = 10.35, p = 0.002). Post hoc analyses revealed a progressive increase (Session 269 

3 > Session 2 > Session 1) in HSD and SD with a concurrent decrease (Session 1 > Session 2 270 

> Session 3) in HRmean and RPE for consecutive sessions consistently across protocols. Finally, 271 

no main effects for protocol or session were found on RD (F2, 40 = 2.06, p = 0.14) and (F2, 40 = 272 

2.90, p = 0.06), respectively, no main effects for protocol on HRmean (F2, 40 = 2.85, p = 0.07) 273 

and RPE (F2, 40 = 1.08, p = 0.35), and no interaction between protocol and session on any of 274 

the dependent variables.    275 

 276 

***Tables I and II, and Figure 4 and 5 about here*** 277 

Discussion 278 

In this study, we examined the training load responses to three different GPBT protocols among 279 

elite young football players. Four main findings emerged: (i) distinct patterns for HSD, SD, 280 

and HIE across protocols; (ii) a progressive increase in HSD and SD with a concurrent decrease 281 

in HRmean and RPE across consecutive sessions in all protocols; (iii) greater intra-session 282 
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variability for HSD, SD and HIE and inter-session variability for HSD and SD during the 283 

GPBT-S protocol; (iv) similar HR and RPE responses across all protocols.  284 

 285 

Conditioning methods in the form of GPBT integrate time-motion analysis data, movement 286 

patterns, and technical skills to replicate the locomotor demands of football [5, 6, 9-11]. Apart 287 

from their inherent ecological validity, GPBT methods are suggested as effective for inducing 288 

acute physiological, metabolic, and mechanical responses [5, 11] which can lead to cumulative 289 

central and peripheral adaptations underpinning beneficial long-term training effects [6, 9, 10]. 290 

Building on the findings of Dello Iacono et al. [5, 10] we investigated further the training load 291 

responses to two GPBT protocols designed as different formats of high-speed running and 292 

sprint demands. A main finding of the current study is that the three GPBT protocols are 293 

characterized by specific external load profiles, and as such can be selectively used to ensure 294 

required HSD, SD, and HIE exposure. We assume that the distinct formats of high-intensity 295 

running and sprint demands may have led to specific external load outputs. Our assumption is 296 

supported by two main observations. First, a progressive increase in HSD and SD was observed 297 

when protocols changed from formats including short distances combined with multiple or 298 

single changes of direction to a format designed as linear paths without changes of direction 299 

(GPBT-L > GPBT-M > GPBT-S). Opposite of this, a progressive increase in HIE was found 300 

as protocols changed from a linear path profile to the other two structured as repetitive shorter 301 

distances combined with single or many changes of direction (GPBT-S > GPBT-M > GPBT-302 

L) (Figure 4). Second, our findings are in agreement with previous studies [16, 26, 27], from 303 

which emerge that HSD and SD covered during high-intensity intermittent running and 304 

repeated sprint exercises similar to those embedded in the GPBT protocols of this study, are 305 

dependent on the number and directional angles of the changes of direction tasks. On one hand, 306 

the linear running paths in the GPBT-L protocol allowed players to reach higher speeds and 307 

cover greater HSD and RD, but this came at an expense of less HIE. Conversely, the fact that 308 
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players were required to accelerate and decelerate on more occasions during GPBT-M and 309 

GPBT-S protocols, led to greater HIE and concurrent lower HSD and SD compared to the 310 

GPBT-L. These findings have practical importance and suggest GPBT protocols may be 311 

alternatively selected to address specific training targets. For example, GPBT-L may be 312 

preferable to ensure HSD and SD exposure for conditioning and injury prevention purposes. 313 

At the team level, it can be implemented during training blocks in which high intensity running 314 

and sprinting capabilities development or maintenance is a priority. At the individual level, it 315 

may be used as a complementary strategy of HSD and SD exposure management, particularly 316 

for non-starter players whose cumulative exposure due to sole training sessions is insufficient 317 

[28, 29]. On the other hand, GPBT-S and partly GPBT-M may be chosen to improve lower 318 

limbs’ muscular capabilities (e.g. force, rate of force development and power) and the 319 

coordinative ability to perform changes of direction while running at high intensity, key 320 

physical and motor components of agility [30], which in turn is recognized as a crucial 321 

determinant to successfully compete at the highest level in football [1, 31].  322 

 323 

The distinct external load profiles of the three GPBT protocols should be further interpreted 324 

alongside the reliability analyses, whereby we observed high intra- and inter-session variability 325 

in HSD, SD and HIE measured during the GPBT-S (Table I). Although a comprehensive 326 

investigation of the possible sources of higher variability in HSD, SD, and HIE is beyond the 327 

scope of this study, we attribute these outcomes to both systematic bias and random error of 328 

the measurements. We assume a trend of increasing variability in HSD, SD, and HIE as a result 329 

of the progressive accumulation of fatigue between repeated high-intensity running and 330 

sprinting bouts as the protocol duration progressed. Multiple changes of direction with sharp 331 

directional angles as in GPBT-S may have exacerbated such effects as a consequence of greater 332 

mechanical loads [16, 32], muscular strain, and metabolic byproduct (i.e. lactate) accumulation 333 

[33, 34], which likely led to alteration of lower limbs kinematics and motor performance [35]. 334 
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Moreover, the interaction between the technical demands (i.e., pass tasks) and the 335 

multiple short accelerations, decelerations and changes of direction actions 336 

characterizing the GPBT-S format, may have contributed to increase variability of the 337 

locomotor patterns, due to the likely different technical abilities across the participants.  338 

Random error in HSD and SD outputs could have arisen due to inherent biological fluctuations 339 

and partly due to the technical variability between the GPS units. First, while in this study 340 

a large number of confounding variables were controlled, such as order of consecutive trials, 341 

residual fatigue from previous matches and training sessions, time of the day, diet and baseline 342 

warm-up, we cannot completely exclude any change of fitness status of the participants over 343 

the 10-week study duration, which could have partly affected the consistency of HSD, SD and 344 

HIE outputs across the sessions of the GPBT-S protocol. This assumption is supported by the 345 

main effect of session found on the majority of the dependent variables. In particular, we 346 

observed an increase in HSD and SD with a concurrent decrease in HRmean and RPE 347 

consistently across all protocols (Figures 4 and 5), which presume beneficial physiological 348 

adaptations and increased fitness over the 10-week study duration. Second, an implicit error of 349 

HSD and SD measurements is expected due to the precision of the GPS technology used in this 350 

study, which is affected by running velocity, running distance, and movement pattern of the 351 

monitored activities [36]. Consistent with previous studies, we observed gradual lower 352 

reliability during activities characterized by higher running velocity [37, 38], shorter distance 353 

[39], and a greater number of changes of direction [38, 40, 41] with sharper directional angles 354 

(GPBT-S < GPBT-M < GPBT-L, Table I). However, the CV% values of HSD (range 1.8-10%) 355 

and SD (range 3.4-15.7%) from the three GPBT protocols were comparable and even smaller 356 

than the equivalent reliability scores reported in the literature about the same metrics collected 357 

during game-based standardized drills and proposed for monitoring purposes [42-44]. More 358 

importantly, the relatively larger variability observed in HSD, SD and HIE during 359 

GPBT-S compared to both GPBT-L and GPBT-M, considerably attenuates when 360 
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interpreting the CV% scores in absolute terms (Table I). Therefore, the consistency and 361 

predictability of the expected external load responses across different GPBT formats 362 

seems to be affected by the manipulation of locomotive demands to a minor extent. These 363 

findings have important practical implications and suggest that if football practitioners are 364 

willing to accept relative variability rates in the range of 5-9% (0.7 ± 0.4 m.min-1 and 0.4 ± 365 

0.1 m.min-1 for HSD and SD, respectively), then monitoring of HSD and SD outputs during 366 

GPBT, and GPBT-L in particular, could be a feasible complementary approach when 367 

attempting to detect changes in performance which can be acted upon to make comparisons 368 

within and between players from the same team.  369 

 370 

Another main finding of the current study was that the three GPBT protocols led to comparable 371 

internal load and perceptual responses despite their distinct external load profiles. One likely 372 

reason for such outcome is a compensatory mechanism made possible by the passive (i.e 373 

standing) and active recovery phases (i.e. jogging and walking) of relatively long duration (≈ 374 

40 seconds overall) common to all protocols. From a physiological perspective, such phases 375 

may have allowed the restoration of both phosphagens and glycolytic energy sources [45], 376 

which were reasonably utilized and depleted in different proportions during the specific 377 

intermittent short high intensity and maximal exercise formats of the three GPBT protocols 378 

[11, 46]. Moreover, they were sufficiently long to attenuate substantial differences in metabolic 379 

byproduct (e.g., lactate) accumulation, neuromuscular load, and musculoskeletal demands 380 

between the GPBT protocols, with consequent similar HR and RPE responses [11]. Translated 381 

in practice, this finding can be viewed as both a strength and a weakness. On one hand, given 382 

the similar physiological and perceptual outcomes observed between the protocols, all can be 383 

implemented interchangeably or even concurrently to elicit beneficial cardiovascular 384 

adaptations. When the training goal is to improve intermittent high-intensity running 385 

performance and the underpinning maximal oxygen consumption capabilities, our findings 386 
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indicate that the three GPBT protocols can be effective regardless of their formats [5, 10]. The 387 

main effect of session observed on HRmean and RPE supports this hypothesis and suggests that 388 

cumulative positive responses occurred throughout the 10-week study duration in which 389 

participants performed nine GPBT sessions randomly (Figure 5). However, we note that clear 390 

conclusions cannot be made as our study did not include any pre-post physical testing 391 

procedure or a control group, whereby it is unclear if the observed acute responses were 392 

mirrored by beneficial adaptations over time. On the other hand, the ability to accurately 393 

estimate acute responses during GPBT and accordingly prescribe different formats using HR 394 

and RPE alone is limited. While HR and RPE responses confidently reflect the overall exercise 395 

intensity, both equally fail to discriminate between the combined physiological, locomotive, 396 

biomechanical, and psychological components of the effort, fatigue, and discomfort imposed 397 

on the body during exercise [47]. This could limit the ability to target specific adaptations 398 

especially in a team sport setting, in which a large number of athletes may have different 399 

conditioning needs. Consequently, football coaches and practitioners are advised to use a 400 

combination of internal and external load measures when implementing conditioning exercises 401 

in the form of GPBT protocols. This is particularly relevant for accurately monitoring the exact 402 

demands of these intermittent exercises thus developing training programs aimed at improving 403 

physical performance.  404 

 405 

In light of the main findings of this study, and in line with the current scientific evidence on 406 

GPBT [5, 10], a few practical recommendations can be provided. First, GPBT protocols can 407 

be used interchangeably or concurrently to elicit necessary internal load responses 408 

underpinning beneficial long-term cardiovascular adaptations. Second, these protocols 409 

could be selectively prescribed in consideration of the specific external load outputs to 410 

prioritize. While the GPBT-L may be used to ensure controlled HSD and SD exposure, 411 

and the likely transference effects on high-intensity running and sprinting capabilities, 412 
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GPBT-S and GPBT-M may be chosen as adequate peripheral stimuli for the development 413 

of lower limbs’ muscular capabilities and coordinative elements of changes of direction 414 

and agility tasks. However, a more cautious approach should be adopted when 415 

implementing the GPBT-S format due to the higher intra- and inter-session variability 416 

observed for HSD, SD and HIE responses. Third, sport scientists and football 417 

practitioners should assume 2 sessions of GPBT per week over a period of minimum 8 418 

weeks as sufficient to induce conditioning adaptations [10]. Finally, GPBT could be 419 

implemented as a complementary load management tool when considering individual 420 

players’ match time (e.g., starters vs non-starters) and associated HSR and SD exposure 421 

[28]. This approach could be particularly useful during congested fixture periods in 422 

which other conditioning alternatives may be unsuitable due to logistic constrains such 423 

as limited training time, pitch and players availability.  424 

Moving on from this preliminary evidence, future studies are warranted to investigate 425 

the long-term adaptations of the three formats further, and more interestingly their dose-426 

effect relationships when implemented over time separately. Also, while GPBT has been 427 

endorsed as an effective integrative conditioning method for young elite football players, 428 

mirroring evidence on adult professional is still lacking, which necessitates similar 429 

investigations in this population. Finally, it will be worth examining if any of the three 430 

GPBT formats used in this study or an ad hoc developed variant can be proposed as valid 431 

and reliable football-specific monitoring protocol when aiming to assess physical 432 

readiness and fitness or to detect fatigue-related indicators among football players. 433 

 434 

This study is not without limitations. First, our participants were well accustomed to this form 435 

of training, so whether these findings translate to other individuals (e.g. young female players, 436 

adult male, and female players) require further research. Finally, another limitation was the 437 

absence of additional physiological measurements (e.g. hormonal and lactate concentrations), 438 
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which may have helped in better understanding the metabolic responses and underlying 439 

mechanisms of the different GPBT formats.  440 

 441 

Conclusion 442 

Physical conditioning in the form of GPBT training is a valid training method to address 443 

specific responses in football players. The proposed GPBT formats can be used 444 

interchangeably, concurrently or selectively to induce specific external load outputs and to 445 

elicit necessary internal load responses underpinning beneficial long-term cardiovascular and 446 

peripheral musculoskeletal adaptations.  447 

 448 

 449 

 450 

 451 

 452 
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